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DRAMATIC CLUB
OPENS SEASON
Prof. Pottle to Read at
Meeting on January 13
PRIZE CONTEST BEGINS
Interpretation of “ The Old Lady 
Shows Her Medals” by Popular 
Professor to Be Feature of 
Evening— Session Open to All
The New Hampshire college Dra­
matic club is planning to open this 
season’s activities with an open 
meeting on Friday evening, January 
the 13th, at eight o’clock. As an es­
pecial attraction, Professor Fred­
erick A. Pottle, of the department of 
oratory and debating, will read “ The 
Old Lady Shows Her Medals” by Sir 
James Matthew Barrie. Professor 
Pottle has appeared before college 
audiences several times during the 
term just past; and everyone who 
has had the privilege of hearing him 
read or speak is ever watchful for an 
opportunity to repeat the pleasure.
The meeting is to be in room 212 
Thompson hall; and Hugh Huggins. 
’23, president of the dramatic club 
during the past year, wishes it under­
stood that the patronage of faculty, 
student body and townspeople on this 
evening is sincerely desired. There 
will be no admission charge.
TO REORGANIZE CLUB
It is the intention of those inter­
ested to reorganize the club and 
make it an organization which will 
attract many of those of the student 
body who feel any desire to become 
acquainted with the dramatic de­
partment of American literature. 
There are to be performances during 
the winter season; and, to stimulate 
interest, there is open at present a 
competition wherein the would-be 
play-wrights of the college are given 
an opportunity to match their skill 
against others in the writing of an 
original one-act play. A substantial 
prize is offered by the Dramatic 
Club; and the contest is open until 
January 19. Reports from the club 
offices indicate that several very 
worthwhile playlets have been sub­
mitted, but the officials intimate that 
there is still opportunity for a 
strictly first class production to cop 
primary honors. Members of the 
class of 1923 are especially interest­
ed, since it was during the last se­
mester of 1920-21 that class presi­
dent Earl P. Farmer called for mem­
bers of the class to submit plays as 
possible productions for presentation 
during Junior Prom Week this com­
ing May.
The feature of the winter’s efforts 
on the part of the members of the 
Dramatic club will be an evening’s 
entertainment consisting of the pre­
sentation of the play winning first 
honors in the contest and of two 
other one-act plays to be selected by 
the officials of the association.
date. Arrangements for the affair 
are in the hands of a general commit­
tee consisting of G. C. Peterman, 
chairman; D. F. Borah, A. deCour- 
cv, M. F. Crowell, J. Saunders and 
W. E. Woodbury.
COLLEGE PR AISED 
FOR WAR WORK
Loyalty of Institution
Set Forth in Certificate
LOCAL V. F. W. POST 
INSTALLS OFFICERS
Harold W. Loveren, Returned to 
Office of Commander, Conducts 
Ceremony— Members Plan La- 
ies’ Night Social to Be Held 
Last of Month
Newly elected officers for the year 
1922 were installed at a meeting of 
Parnell-Corriveau post, number 385, 
Veterans of Foreign Wars, held in 
the organization’s club rooms in the 
old library building last Thursday 
evening.
The officers were installed by Har­
old W. Loveren who was returned al 
the recent election to the office of 
commander of the local post. The ros­
ter of the officers for the ensuing 
year is as follows: Commander, Har­
old W. Loveren, special, Manchester; 
Senior Vice Commander, Samuel H. 
Craig, Durham; Junior Vice Com­
mander, Lynde Sullivan, Durham; 
Quartermaster, George F. Rohan, 
special, New Durham; Officer of the 
Day, John C. Hanney, special, Man­
chester; Chaplain, Detmer F. Borah, 
’25, Rutland, Vt.; Surgeon, Clyde R. 
Cotton, ’23, Center Strafford; Adju­
tant, Milton F. Crowell, ’23, Man­
chester; Sergeant Major, Donald R. 
Jones, ’23, Nashua; Q. M. Sergeant, 
Peter J. Doyle, special, New York 
City; Patriotic Instructor, Major C. 
R. Snow, Durham; Historian, Prof. 
Richard Whoriskey, Durham; Guard, 
William E. Woodbury, ’23, Durham; 
Sentinel, F. Chester Adams, ’24. 
Pittsfield; Color Bearers, Frank H. 
Lewis, ’22, Pelham and Eustis B. 
Grimes, ’24, Belmont, Mass.; Color 
Guards, Perley C. Perkins, ’22, Dur­
ham and Gustave C. Peterman, ’25, 
New York City.
Following the installation plans 
were formulated for a ladies’ night 
entertainment which will be held in 
Grange hall January 27. According 
to present plans the entertainment 
will be given over to whist and danc­
ing; and throughout the evening, re­
freshments will be served. The 
tickets for this event will be on sale 
to comrades of the post at an early
IS SENT BY WAR DEPT.
Entire Facilities of College Placed at 
Disposal of Government Following 
Declaration of War— Over 2,000 
Receive Training Here During 
1918-’19
President Ralph D. Hetzel received 
during the past week a certificate 
from the Adjutant General’s office, 
signed by P. C. Harris, Adjutant 
General and J. M. Wainwright, Asst. 
Secretary of War, commending the 
loyalty of New Hampshire college 
during the recent war, as evidenced 
by the establishment of a unit of the 
Students Army Training Corps. The 
certificate reads: “ This is to certify 
that The New Hampshire College of 
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, 
in a spirit of patriotism and of de­
votion to the country, rendered effi­
cient and loyal service in connection 
with the World war through the es­
tablishment and operation at that in­
stitution of a unit of the Students’ 
Army Training Corps.”
New Hampshire college has main­
tained a military department since 
1894, the year after the college was 
moved to Durham, Lieut. Henry C. 
Hodges, Jr., being the first Profes­
sor of Military Science. Prior to 
that time, while the college was still 
a part of Dartmouth, an officer of the 
Engineering Corps of the Navy was 
detailed there under an act of Con­
gress approved February 26, 1879, 
'‘providing such instruction for the 
purpose of promoting a knowledge of 
steam-engineering and iron ship­
building among the young men of the 
United States.” Thomas W. Kin- 
kaid was the first officer detailed; 
and he was connected with the col­
lege from 1886 to 1889.
During the recent war, however, 
the full facilities of the college were 
put at the disposal of the War De­
partment without reservation; and 
large sums of money were invested 
in expanding the equipment and 
plant for the purpose of carrying on 
the vocational work. During 1918 
and ’19 1467 men, in addition to the 
regular college enrollment of 607, 
were registered here for special mil­
itary work under the S. A. T. C. 
These men received instruction in 
concrete work, electrical work, car­
pentry, automobile repairing and va­
rious other vocational branches.
After the Armistice the R. O. T. 
C. was resumed and now all male 
freshmen and sophomores who are 
physically fit are required to take 
the basic course in Coast Artillery or 
Infantry, each leading to a commis­
sion in the Officers’ Reserve Corps of 
the U. S. if pursued through the Ad­
vanced Course of the junior and sen­
ior years. Students selected for the 
Advanced Course, who agree to de­
vote the prescribed time to this 
course and to attend such summer 
training camps as may be prescribed 
by the Secretary of War, are allowed 
during their junior and senior years 
commutation of subsistence at such 
rate as the Secretary of War may 
prescribe. In addition, they are paid 
at the samj rate of pay as privates 
of the Regular Army, while in actual 
attendance at the summer training 
camp.
EVERYONE SHOULD DRINK
PINT OF MILK PER DAY
How much milk does the dairy­
man pour out for his own family? 
Does he recognize that perhaps his 
best market is right at home? The 
answer to these questions has been 
found, in part at least, in Hills­
borough County where the Farm has 
completed one of the most thorough­
going milk surveys made in the 
county. Out of 29 communities 
there the home demonstration Agent 
has received reports from 28, cover­
ing 805 rural families and a total of 
3613 individuals. The survey shows 
that an average of 1.16 pints per 
person is consumed each day. This 
is a very good showing and tends 
to contradict the idea that the far­
mer does not appreciate the value of 
his own products. Similar results 
were obtained in a milk survey a 
year ago in Merrimack County. 
Milk specialists claim that at least a 
pint a day should be consumed by 
every member of the family, and 
that children should have at least a 
quart a day. The families covered 
in the Hillsborough County survey 
comprised 2346 adults and 1267 chil­
dren. According to the above stand- 




Portsmouth Grads Show 
Team Some New Pointers
TRIUMPH OVER “ FROSH”
Alumni Team from Seaport City 
Wins Over Undergraduate Squad 
by 15-12 Score While Freshman 
Quintet Loses to Varsity 
24-10
The Portsmouth alumni defeated 
the varsity in a practice game Wed­
nesday night, January 4, by a score 
of 15 to 12. The game in the first 
half was a contest between Captain 
“ Bob” Perry of the Varsity and 
“ Ted” Butler, star of the basketball 
teams of the past four years. At the 
end of the half “ Bob” led 9 to 6; but 
in the last half “ Ducker” Davis, cap­
tain of the 1920 quintet, opened up 
and tossed in two pretty baskets 
from the middle of the floor. Th( 
varsity was not as strong in that 
game as it is today, since the return 
of Metcalf to the fold.
The team representing the alumni 
was a mean combination. “ Bill” 
Shuttlesworth at guard is a hard mar; 
to beat in the game; and the local 
combination will run into few men 
this year who will offer such opposi­
tion as was displayed by this sturdy 
son of Portsmouth. Davis and But­
ler are a pair of forwards that would 
demand consideration in any college 
team in the country.
For the Varsity Capt. Perry show­
ed to the satisfaction of all present 
that he still has the wicked eye that 
has spelled defeat for opposing 
teams in years past. Stafford and 
Sherwood both played an exhibition 
game which indicated that New 
Hampshire need not worry about the 
uard positions this year. “ Skim” 
was right there every time, tearing 
in and breaking up play after play 
Next week the team opens its sched­
ule, playing a three-game series in 
the Pine Tree State.
The line-up:
Varsity Alumni
Perry, rf. If., Butle:
Connor, If. rf., Davis
Fox, c. c., P. Badgei
Stafford, rb. lb., Shuttlesworth
Sherwood, lb. rb., Badget
Goals from floor: Perry 3, Butler.- 
4, Davis 2, Shuttlesworth. Goals 
from fouls: Perry 6, Butler 1. Ref­
eree: Swasey. Timer, Glover, ’23.
center position with a little more 
practice.
For the freshmen Burr was the in­




Perry, rf. If., Burr
Metcalf, If. rf., Hewitt
McKinley, c. c., Varrell
Stafford, rb. rb., Foster
Sherwood lb. lb., Powers
Goals from the floor: Perry 4, Met­
calf 3, McKinley 2, Stafford, Bun 
2, Foster, Hewitt. Goals from fouls: 






Portsmouth High First 
Opponents of Freshmen
HARD CLASH EXPECTED
Coach Graham Predicts Successful 
Season for Yearling Quintet— 
Strong Teams as Harvard, ’25, 





"lib Still in Early Stage of Develop­
ment — Enthusiasm Runs High 
Among Sharpshooters— R. O.
T. C. Arranges Schedule With 
Other Colleges
VARSITY VS. FRESHMEN
Saturday night before the informal 
the varsity defeated the freshmen 
24 to 10. The varsity showed much 
better form than they did in the 
game against the alumni on the pre­
vious Wednesday.
“ Danny” Metcalf playing his first 
varsity game sure looked like a win­
ner. This lad is bound to give a 
good account of himself before the 
season is over. Already some ,<of 
those who have been going around 
with a long face and moaning over 
the loss of Butler are beginning to 
smile a little when this man starts 
up the floor with a ball. McKinley 
looks as if he could take care of the
The activities of the New Hamp­
shire college Rifle club for the com­
ing year are being outlined at the 
present time by a very enthusiastic 
group of supporters of the sharp­
shooters guild, and at this time, in­
dications point to a very successful 
season for the “ marksmen.”
Last year the club was composed of 
forty-five members and meets were 
held with many of the eastern col­
leges. Interest in gallery work was 
keen and many creditable scores were 
made.
This season the club is made up 
largely of new men, and is yet in an 
sarly stage of development. How- 
sver meets have been arranged with 
several colleges and negotiations are 
being made with others for possible 
competition during the winter and 
spring. Among the colleges on the 
secretary’s books are: Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, University 
of Vermont, Mass. Aggies, and the 
University of Maine.
The R. O. T. C. is developing rifle 
teams also, and a schedule of compe­
titions with R. O. T. C. aggregations 
from other colleges is being arranged.
Ihose desiring to join the rifle club 
may purchase membership cards for 
a small fee at the military supply 
rooms in the basement of the college 
;‘gym.”
DEPARTMENT NOTICE
The Physics department offers the 
following hours for students con­
ferences on theory, problems and re­
ports.
11.00-12.00 on Monday, Mr. Starke.
9.00-10.00 on Tuesday. Prof. Moran.
10.00-11.00 on Wednesday. Prof. 
Moran.
1.30-2.30 on Thursday. Dr. Howes.
10.00-11.00 on Friday. Dr. Howes.
10.00-11.00 on Saturday. Mr. 
Starke.
Students are urged to make use of 
these hours at the beginning as well 
as after the middle of the term.
An abundance of new material 
came out for the freshman team fol­
lowing the reopening of college last 
week, and Coach E. Dewey Graham 
claims prospects are bright for a 
winning quintet. The first game 
comes next Friday night, and Coach 
Graham intends to drill his charges 
in fundamentals and team play 
pretty intensively this week. The 
men should be in fine fettle when 
they meet Portsmouth on the court 
Friday.
Portsmouth has had a very suc­
cessful season. As yet its brilliant 
team has been undefeated. The Sea­
port city has a clever pair of for­
wards in the form of Eastman and 
Cotton, who were largely responsible 
for Portsmouth’s victory over the 
freshman five a year ago.
Some twelve or fifteen men will, 
in all probability, survive the cut in 
the squad that will be made during 
the week. Among these Burr is one 
of the outstanding contestants for a 
forward position. He played a bril­
liant game at forward for the A. T. 
O. team in the intramural league 
and will undoubtedly land a berth on 
the 1925 aggregation.
The Hewitt brothers are showing 
up well. Both are fighting for for­
ward positions and should provide 
plenty of competition for the other 
candidates.
“ Ted” Foster, a former Cushing 
acadamy and Manchester high ath­
lete, is working for one of the guard 
positions. He was captain of foot­
ball at Cushing last fall, and enter­
ed New Hampshire for the first time 
this term.
Atkinson is another promising 
candidate for guard. Brown of Sa­
lem high, and Powers of Whitefield 
are helping to make the pace a hot 
one in this sector.
Varrell, former Portsmouth high 
star, is making the other contestants 
step for center. He is showing mid­
season form and will undoubtedly 
start in the game against his Alma 
Mater on Friday night.
Lsr and Hethington are both fight­
ing hard for guard. With a little 
more experience both these men will 
develop into valuable material. Mar­
tin is also a prospective candidate 
for a like position.
Fleming is making a great bid for 
a forward berth; and a little more 
work and fight will make him a 
strong contender for the first string. 
Keenan and McFarlan are also show­
ing up well in the fight for places on 
the first team. The freshman team 







In View of Anticipated Action on 
Status of “ Hill and Dale” Sport 
Nearby Colleges Are Asked to 
Present Systems in Vogue on 
Their Campuses
i It will be remembered that the 
! cross country situation here at New 
| Hampshire has been receiving a 
; great deal of consideration during 
I the past few weeks in view of pro­
posed revisions of the constitution 
of the Athletic association which 
have under advisement the placing 
of cross country on a firmer basis 
at the college. In order to make the 
members of the Athletic association 
acquainted with the situation at 
other colleges in New England, 
Professor George A. Perley, secre­
tary of the executive committee of 
the association, submitted a ques­
tionnaire to the athletic departments 
of various colleges; and the results
of his investigations are to be found 
in tabulated form below.
Primarily the rulings in regard to 
cross country were particularly in­
vestigated and it is significant to 
note that in the majority of cases at 
the other colleges the hill and dale 
teams are considered apart from the 
other branches of track athletics.
The executive committee hopes 
that this tabulated information will 
materially assist the student body in 
arriving at a decision in the matter; 
and that they will be able to settle 
the question in an intelligent man­
ner at the meeting of the association 















in Pirst three in dual meet 
First ten in Maine Intercollegiates 
First ten in New Englands 
Regular track letter









First man in dual meet 
First ten in New Englands 
A “ C. W. C.”








To any man competing in three dual 
meets with colleges represented in 







First ten in New Englands 
First three in any dual meet 
With approved college 
Regular track “ T”






First seven in Maine Intercollegiates 
First fifteen in New Englands 


















Members of winning team in dual 
meet or winning a commanding 
place in the Maine run or New 
Englands 
A regular track letter
Coach Graham’s men will have to 
work hard in order to win the ma­
jority of their games. Among the 
opponents whom the freshmen will 
£ace are: Portsmouth high, Franklin 
high, Deering high, Exeter academy, 
Harvard ’25, Tilton seminary, Proc­




Former Members of Boys’ 
sind Girls’ Clubs Invited
CLUB TEACHERS TO SPEAK
Some 50 Students, Former Members 
of Organization, Expected at Gath­
ering— Meeting Scheduled for 
Thursday Evening— All Who 
Have Sometime Enrolled In­
vited
All students who have formerly 
been connected in any way with the 
boys’ and girls’ club work are asked 
to attend a Club Get-together on 
Thursday evening, Jan. 19, at the 
Assembly Room, Morrill Hall, at 7.45 
o’clock. L. A. Carlisle, former state 
leader, C. B. Wadleigh, the present 
state leader, Mary L. Sanborn, as­
sistant leader, and Director J. C. 
Kendall will be present, and a good 
time is promised everybody.
It is believed that about 50 stu­
dents have had experience in the 
boys’ and girls’ club work. Many of 
them have pleasant memories and as­
sociations in connection with their 
experiences, and the Get-Together 
will afford an opportunity to renew 
old acquaintances and to make new 
ones among other club members. All 
who have even been enrolled are 
urged to come, even though they may 






Tram Chosen After Many Hard 
Work-outs— Large Number of 
Candidates Compete— Second 
Team to Furnish Subs for 
Varsity
The girls’ varsity basketball team 
was chosen by Mrs. Helen Wassail, 
Girls’ Athletic Director, just before 
the close of last term from a large 
number of girls trying out. Beside 
the class practice which has been go­
ing on for about three weeks,practice 
for all contestants for the varsity 
team was held every night the last 
of the term. The girls picked to rep­
represent New Hampshire are: center, 
Fannie Spinney, ’22; right forward, 
Alice Dudley, ’24, left forward, Fran­
cis Badger, ’25; right guard, Jennie 
Boody, ’23; left guard, Ida Boody, ’23, 
or Elizabeth Baker, ’24. The subs 
will be selected from the second team 
which is training with the varsity.
The schedule arranged to date for 
the varsity is as follows:. Jan. 21, 
Corjn. State at Storrs. Jan. 28, 
Posse at Durham. Feb. 11, Univ. of 
Maine at Durham. Feb. 18, Jackson 
at Durham. Feb. 25, Posse at Bos­
ton.




Basketball: Varsity vs. Portland 




Basketball: Varsity vs. Maine, at 
Orono. Freshmen vs. Portsmouth 
High, college gymnasium.
Dennis McCarthy, the Boston poet, 
speaks on “ Ireland” at the open 
meeting of the Woman’s club, church 
vestry.
Lecture, “ The Religion of India,” 
by Ralph DeH. Fisher, Library 202, 
4 p. m.
Saturday, January 14
Basketball: Varsity vs. Bates at 
Lewiston.
Movies, “ Sentimental Tommy,” 
college gymnasium, 2 p. m.
Sunday, January 15
N. H. Y. P. O., Vestry, 7.30 p. m.
Book and Scroll, 8 p. m.
Monday, January 16
Y. M. C. A., Commons.




Basketball: Varsity vs. Lowell 
Textile, college gymnasium.
Wednesday, January 18
Lyceum Course: Meistersingers 
with John Thompson, reader.
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Then we have the newly formed 
Forum. Why not take over one of 
its meetings for this purpose? The 
Dirarmament Conference may fall 
short of its primary intentions, but 
it shall not have gone far out of the 
way if it gives nothing more to our 
little world than the policy of gath­
ering around the conference table, 




(The fourth o f a series of articles on the 
Limitation o f Armaments Conference at 
W ashington, to appear exclusively in The 
New Hampshire. Next week, Prof. C. L. 
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DON’T VOTE BLINDLY
A bit ago The New Hampshire 
took issue with a faction in our 
college community that was attempt­
ing doubtless in all good gaith to set­
tle the cross-country situation by off­
ering amendments to the constitution 
of the athletic association which fea­
tured how the letter in this sport 
ought to be won. Each of the three 
amendments advanced failed to ap­
preciate the fact that, first of all, 
cross-country should be made a sep­
arate sport. We attempted to point 
out that the question of placing in 
The New England’s as well as in 
dual meets was of secondary impor­
tance, and that the first thing to 
settle was the constitutionality of 
the sport.
Many, who had not given cross­
country serious thought up to this 
time, began to realize that something 
would have to be done. The situa­
tion which had been dodged and min­
imized for years had at last come to 
a head; and this time it had sufficient 
support to demand a just settlement. 
At this stage of the game the execu­
tive board of the athletic association 
took the matter under serious consid­
eration. And, as a result of inquir­
ies as to how the sport is managed in 
other institutions a fund of valuable 
information was received. Data on 
sports in general was gathered at 
the same time; and this may be 
found elsewhere in this issue in tabu­
lated form.
The cross-country muddle will 
come up for disposal in open forum 
this afternoon; and we urge our 
readers to study the table referred 
to so that they will be in a position 
to vote intelligently on this impor­
tant issue. Too often in the past 
our student body has been swayed 
by the opinions of a few who have 
had the courage to stand up and ex­
press themselves; too often in the 
past we have voted blindly because 
of a lack of information on the 
question.
To-day, you have the necessary in­
formation at your command. Don’t 
let anyone pull the wool over your 
eyes. Become informed of what 
other colleges are doing; and, as col­
lege men and women, form your own 
opinions and vote intelligently when 
the question is put this afternoon.
WHY NOT DISCUSS THE 
DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE?
Much favorable comment has 
been received on the series of spe­
cial articles on the Disarmament 
Conference which has been running 
weekly in this paper since the issue 
of December 7. In each article the 
subject has been treated from a sep­
arate point of view. The first one 
dealt with the economic factors; the 
second with the political; the third, 
with the sociological; and the fourth, 
which appears in this issue, takes 
up the agricultural side of the con­
ference. The next article will dis­
cuss the conference in its relation to 
education, the one following this will 
treat the subject from the stand­
point of the engineer ; and the series 
will close with an editorial on the 
part the press has played through­
out the convention.
The results of this series are two­
fold: first, we have been shown that 
there is plenty of local talent right 
here in our community, since each 
article printed, as well as those yet 
to appear, has been written by a 
member of the college faculty. Sec­
ondly, the more serious minds of the 
under-graduate body have struck 
with the idea that there ought to be 
some way for them, too, to talk over 
what is taking place at Washington.
The local branch of the Y. M. C.
A. is deserving of praise for having 
formed the so-called “ discussion 
groups;” and does this not solve the 
problem for the under-graduates?
(The following edltoria1, on a current 
issue, was written by a member o f the under­
graduate body. Since The New Hampshire 
is the mouthpiece o f student opinion, the edi­
tor fee's that the w r:ter should be given op­
portunity to express his opinion. This is not 
necessarily the opinion of this organ which 
has not dsc'ared itse’ f , as yet, on the sub­
ject.)
For some time the air has been 
charged with malevolent murmur- 
ings and whispered rumors concern­
ing the college’s social attitude. 
What does this portend? Are our 
traditions decadent, or are these 
“ ravings” the actual propaganda of 
cranks? In either case the charac­
ter of the student body is assailed 
and poorly reflected.
Elinor Glyn does say that the mod­
ern generation is living too fast. 
But her world is metropolitan and, 
doubtless, more or less morally loose; 
for between the exclusive gatherings 
on that imperial island of Manhat­
tan and the “ cagy”  house parties 
on Long Island, many chaste are 
duly made unchaste. All this, how­
ever, is not beside our question, for 
up in this “ neck of woods” where 
we are segregated for educational 
purposes, conditions are not con­
genial for this kind of play. Now, 
in football, there is a rule that the 
participants shall be “ onside;” but 
where, in any book of etiquette or 
sophistication, does it say that we 
shall dance six inches apart? The 
absurdity of dictating in this man­
ner to a body of college men and 
women, especially when such is com­
posed of ladies and gentlemen, is 
self-evident.
To be sure, all of us would re­
ceive with open arms any Utopian 
subbestions, But, on close inspec­
tion, the unprejudiced will find very 
little to be censored and much to be 
commended in the existing state of 
affairs. The individual with grace­
fulness and without stiffness, which 
would be the inevitable result of a 
“ six-inch rule,”  does become the Sat­
urday evening informal best. 
Should the issue be aggravated, how­
ever, the writer merely asks that 
the critics differentiate between the 
“ ridiculous” and the “ sublime.”
WHAT THE DEBATORS
ARE DOING
It will be remembered that in 
earlier issues of The New Hampshire, 
from time to time, there have ap­
peared announcements and notices of 
various activities of the forensic en­
thusiasts of the college; but to date 
there has been no coherent review 
of the work in this branch of the 
English department, which is en­
tirely new to the curriculum at New 
Hampshire State. The following 
news story, written by a represen­
tative of The Manchester Union, ap­
peared in the columns of that paper 
in a recent issue. The editor be­
lieves that it will give the student 
body a better understanding of the 
scope of the work being carried on 
here:
“ The World is Flat and Station­
ary.” Scientists may disagree, but 
Clifford Hayes of Dover, Class of 
1922 at New Hampshire college, 
found it impossible to refute Pro­
fessor Frederick A. Pottle’s affirma­
tive arguments, supplemented by 
charts, at a debate held at New 
Hampshire college.
Since Professor Pottle’s election 
this fall to the New Hampshire fac­
ulty as Professor of Public Speak­
ing, interest in debating has been 
growing. A debating society, known 
as The Forum, has been formed and 
meets regularly. A series of public 
debates are being held at the college 
on subjects of local and state inter­
est as a definite part of the class 
work. Later on, probably about the 
last of March, New Hampshire col­
lege and Colby college will debate on 
the question “ Resolved that the prin­
ciple of the closed shop is justifiable.” 
The following men have been chosen 
to represent New Hampshire State: 
Nicholas R. Casillo, ’23, of Keene; 
Karl B. Dearborn, ’23, of Belmont; 
Arthur N. Lawrence, ’23, of North 
Yarmouth, Me.; Mark A. Neville, ’23, 
of Portsmouth; Andrew C. Rice, 
’23, of Whitefield, and Robert A. Wil­
son, ’23, of Amherst. The alterna­
tives are Bertram E. Hall, ’23, of 
Dover and Perley C. Perkins, ’22, of 
Durham.
Professor Pottle was a member of 
the Colby debating team which in 
1917 won the triangular league de­
bate with Bates and the University 
of Maine. He has since had consid­
erable experience in coaching debat­
ing teams.
It is hoped that next year a wu- 
man’s debating team may be formed 
and intercollegiate debates for the 
women be arranged.
Another phase of the work in pub­
lic speaking at New Hampshire col­
lege is the organization of the Inter­
scholastic League, composed of Ber­
wick academy at New London, La­
conia high school, Pinkerton academy 
at Derry; Sanborn seminary at 
Kingston and Tilton seminary. These 
schools will debate on the same ques­
tion of the closed shop in two tri­
angular groups on the 3rd of March. 
The final debate will be held at New 
Hampshire college on April 6, at 
which time the New Hampshire 
Forum will award a prize to the 
winning team.
The importance of the agricultural 
situation in the present world crisis 
is shown emphatically by President 
Harding’s call for a conference of 
farm leaders on the heels of the in­
ternational disarmament conference 
now in its closing session. We have 
comd to realize that the near-bank- 
ruptcy of Europe the near-famine of 
the East, and the near-hopelessness 
of peoples everywhere are factors 
that have got to be faced; and we 
have come also to see that we must 
face the specter of foreclosure 
throughout the great food-producing 
areas of our own country.
The American farmer in both 1920 
and 1921 had to pay war prices for 
seed, labor, land, and machinery; but 
he had to sell his products at pre-war 
prices. “ Including freight,” says 
Secretary Wallace in his present re­
port, “ it now costs the grain and 
live-stock producer just about twice 
as much to get his products in the 
primary market and sell them there 
as it cost him before the war. At the 
same time the prices paid at these 
primary markets are lower than they 
were before the war.” As a result 
farmers in the West are burnin 
corn instead of coal and watching, 
with sinking hearts, their debts pile 
up. Europe, which needs our food 
is prevented from buying it by the 
rate of exchange, the tariff wall 
against foreign manufactures, and 
the accumulated bills that are owed 
to Mars. The German child suffers 
for milk, while our own farmers suf 
fer from the “ surplus” tax of the 
dealers.
That the International Conference 
at Washington, called primarily to 
discuss armaments, could touch on 
these matters was hardly to be ex 
pected. But the Economic Confer­
ence which is forecasted later can 
hardly fail to consider them, for they 
are of great import in the solution of 
the world problem. The full details 
of the situation will undoubtedly be 
brought out in the national confer­
ence of agricultural leaders immedi­
ately pending.
In the meantime, any limination in 
the armament madness will be of 
greater relief to the farmer perhaps 
than to any other citizen. He is 
hardest hit, not only by the currency 
depreciation that follows war, but by 
the taxes that as inevitably accom­
pany it. The American Farm Bu 
reau Federation was among the or 
ganizations strongly urging that we 
slow up in our race for the abyss 
Fa’ mers everywhere are loud in their 
calls for a lightening* of the burden 
of taxation. The thought that 93 
cents of every tax-dollar is spent by 
the Government to pay for our fights 
with human beings does not appeal 
to the man who realizes that our 
fight with natural forces is about all 




It is with a great deal of pleasure 
that The New Hampshire takes ad­
vantage of the opportunity for ex­
tending sincere congratulations to 
Massachusetts Agricultural college 
on the signal victory of its fruit 
judging team at the national fruit 
show which was held recently at To­
ledo. Entered in a contest which 
has developed into an inter-sectional 
match for first honors in fruit judg­
ing, M. A. C. found her team pitted 
against Ohio State for national hon­
ors. The Ohio team won the cham­
pionship in 1920, and was considered 
the logical Avinner at the show just 
past. But the Bay State boys were 
out for everything that they could 
get; and the masterly fashion in 
which they appropriated first, second, 
and third individual placings put 
them head and shoulders above the 
Ohioans and indicated, in no luke­
warm manner, that eastern horticul­
tural instruction is the best that is to 
be obtained.
Competition has ever been keen 
between New Hampshire State and 
Massachusetts Agricultural college; 
and, in inter-state contests where 
these two colleges are pitted one 
against the other no quarter is asked 
and none is given. But when either 
institution steps out into foreign 
fields to defend New England’s lau­
rels no stronger backer, no heartier 
friend could be wanted than the erst­
while antagonist across the line.
Massachusetts won the New Eng­
land horticultural crown from New 
Hampshire at the Concord show. 
There can be no gainsaying that and 
in view of succeeding events it re­
flects no discredit on the Granite 
State team. On the other hand to 
suffer defeat at the hands of the men 
wTho today are the champions of Am­
erica can be considered little less 
than an honor. To repeat the senti­
ment of the opening paragraph . . . 
New Hampshire’s congratulations to 
Massachusetts in her hour of victory.
SYRACUSE CALLS
ARMS PARLEY
which is now in session at Syracuse 
University.
Soon after the invitation to the 
Washington parley had been an­
nounced and several weeks before it 
convened, the Historical Association 
and the International Relations Club 
decided to pool their plans for a pro­
gram and to present a mock confer­
ence in imitation of the international 
gathering. The purpose was to put 
more life into the departmental club 
meetings, to acquaint the students 
and public with the personnel, pro- 
edure, and problems of the great 
intelligent interest in the cause of 
world peace.
So far as practicable, the details 
of the real conference are imitated; 
but where interest might be height­
ened or information might be con­
veyed by departing from the his­
torical accuracy, there is no hesita­
tion in doing so.
Students Organize Conference 
It is a student affair. A committee 
composed mainly of graduate and un­
dergraduate students, selected forty 
students to impersonate the dele­
gates, experts and advisers at Wash­
ington, and by the time each of these 
dignitaries arrived in America he 
had an understudy at Syracuse care­
fully scanning the news dispatches of 
his doings. The City Library and 
the University Library co-operated 
in making available bibliographies, 
and a file of clippings was kept in the 
History Seminar.
Many of the delegates are members 
of the Cosmopolitan Club and do not 
have to imitate a foreign accent or 
feign a patriotic sentiment for the 
country they represent. This applies 
particularly to the Chinese. Early in 
the conference the local papers found 
chat the Chinese Students’ Club had 
objected to including Americans on 
their delegation and had chosen a 
delegation of their own. They fea­
tured the “ Row in the Disarmament 
Conference,” and this gave the con­
ference some good advertising and an 
occasion for appointing a credentials 
committee. In each delegation the 
'eader is expected to assign specific 
•oroblems to his colleagues individ- 
lally, select the spokesmen at the 
different sessions, and is responsible 
for the work of his delegation. The 
agenda develops in correspondence 
with events at Washington.
First Session Ends in Riot
On the Tuesday evening following 
Armistice Day a curious crowd of 
students and city people assembled 
in the galleries and on the side seats 
of an auditorium in the Agriculture 
Building. The center of the room 
contained a hollow square of tables, 
filled with press tables and tables for 
secretaries. After the delegation 
had seated themselves, the sergeant- 
at-arms announced “ The President of 
he United States,” and “ President 
Harding” entered in the person of 
Dr. A. C. Flick, head of the history 
department.
At the press table was seated “ H.
G. Wells,” the special reporter of the 
“ Syracuse Herald,” who contributes 
a column to his paper from which the 
following excerpts are taken:
“ There was no attempt at physical 
impersonation. ‘Lloyd George’ fi­
nally lacked courage to don his mous­
tache, or even his monocle, while 
Mr. Hughes’ appeared unrecogniz­
ably clean shaven. Physical imper­
sonation would have been difficult, as 
many of the delegates were women 
students. In fact, when ‘President 
Harding’ introduced the head of the 
Dutch delegation, ‘Jonkheer Van 
Karnebeck,’ as the president of the 
League of Nations Assembly, 48 
years old, and a Dutch aristocrat, 
there was some consternation regis­
tered by the audience. It was Miss 
Zoraida Weeks who stood up to re­
ceive their plaudits.
“ Without disparagement to the 
work of the other delegates, it may 
be said that the Chinese delegation 
made the hit of the evening. They 
were all native Chinese, and when 
Alexander T. K. Choa, their chair­
man, who is training to be a diplo­
mat himself, rose to speak, he got 
intense attention. He speakes fluent 
English, and after he had told of 
how China expects real liberty and 
autonomy, the cancellation of the 
Boxer indemnity, and such privileges 
as all other free nations enjoy, he 
was greeted with spontaneous and 
long continued applause.
“ In general, the whole perform­
ance was scholarly and dignified with 
enough comedy of the show to relieve 
the monotony.”
The program of the first meeting 
included the reading of President 
Harding’s speech at Washington in 
opening the conference the intro­
duction of all the delegates that the 
audience might know their past his­
tories; and a statement by the head 
of each delegation of his country’s 
interest in the problems of the con­
ference (including the memorable 
statement of Mr. Hughes’s plan of 
limitation.)
The conference adjourned in dis­
order upon a timely motion from 
“ Senator Lodge.” Lloyd George had 
risen in angry protest against Port­
ugal’s charge that England and Ger­
many had tried before the World War 
to rob her of Pacific possessions.
Subsequent sessions are dealing 
with such special topics as tho tech 
nical problems of land and naval lim­
itation, and China and the Far East.
SERIES OF LECTURES 
ON RELIGIONS TO BE 
■GIVEN DURING TERM
First Lecture on “ Primitive Relig­
ion” by Community Pastor Well 
Received— Each Remaining Lec­
ture to Be Given on a Friday 
in Library Building .
Last Friday afternoon the Rev. M. 
R. Lovell, pastor of the Community 
church, gave the first of a series of 
lectures which will be given this 
term on “ Comparative Religion.” 
The talk was most interesting and 
instructive; and the audience felt 
amply repaid for having attended.
It was indicated during the lecture 
that the religion of primitive man 
was simply “ Animism.” Getting 
such a glimpse of the religion of our 
early ancestors aids us in appreciat­
ing modern religion.
Ather lectures in “ Comparative 
Religion” will be given as follows: 
“ The Religion of India,” Jan. 13; 
“ Buddhism,”  Jan. 20; “ Religions of 
China,” Jan. 27; “ Religion of Mo­
hammed,”  Feb. 3; and “ The Religion 
of Jesus,”  Feb. 10.
Each lecture will be given on a 
Friday afternoon at 4.00 o’clock in 
room 201 in the Library building. 
Mr. R. DeH. Fisher will give the next 
four lectures; and Mr. Lovell will 
oresent the fifth. All members of 
the student body are invited together 
with other members of the commun­
ity.
Syracuse, N. Y., Dec. 12.— That 
college students evince a lively in­
terest in current events when pre­
sented in concrete form, and are alive 
to the significance of the Washington 
conference on limitation of arma­
ments, is being demonstrated by their 
attitude toward the mock conference
NEW YEAR’S INFORMAL
ATTRACTS MERRY CROWD
The first informal of the New 
Year and incidentally of the new 
term, was held at the college gym­
nasium on Saturday evening, Janu­
ary 7. The Three Jazz Kings, led 
by the royal Doolittle, furnished mu­
sic for an attendance about the us­
ual size but with an unusually small 
sprinkling of “ imports.”  The chap­
erones were Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Slo- 
bin, Mr. and Mrs. Heber F. DePew, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Langley.
EXTENSION WORKERS 
AND FARM BUREAU 
DELEGATES CONVENE
Annual Mid-Winter Conference in 
Session Here All This Week— 
Many Noted Speakers in Attend­
ance— Discusses Vital Prob­
lems
English Prof.: “ McCollough, give 
us an example of a meatphor.”
Mac: “ Here’s the only one I know, 
Dr.; ‘Her teeth are like stars, they 
come out every night.’ ”
He: “ My clutch is awfully weak.’ 
She: “ So I have noticed.”— Ex.
Extension workers and Farm Bu­
reau de’ egates from every county in 
the state are meeting here this week 
in the annual winter conference to 
draw up a program of work for the 
coming year. Reports on field work, 
recommendations by the college de­
partments, and discussions of produc­
tion, marketing and home problems 
will take the attention of the exten­
sion force; while the Farm Bureau 
Federation will consider a new con­
stitution and discuss some of the im­
portant problems which have come up 
during the year.
The Extension Conference, which 
is the sixth event of this kind, started 
Monday evening with talks by Presi­
dent R. D. Hetzel, Director J. C. Ken­
dall, and State Leaders E. P. Robin­
son, Daisy Deane Williamson and C.
B. Wadleigh. On Tuesday soil and 
crop projects were considered by the 
county agricultural agents, followed 
by a talk by State Forester John H. 
Foster on white pine blister rust 
control. C. H. Hanson of the U. S. 
Dept, of Agriculture addressed the 
entire staff in the afternoon on “ Good 
Extension Pictures and How to Take 
Them.” The agents then continued 
the consideration of projects, with 
poultry and livestock improvement 
to the fore. In the evening the men 
agents had an entertainment at the 
Faculty Club, while the women joined 
in a get-together at the home of Miss 
Agnes Ryan.
Today started with another talk by 
Mr. Hanson on “ Chart Making 
Equipment,”  while a clothing special­
ist from New York addressed the 
women’s group. Commissioner A. L. 
Felker, it is expected, will discuss 
“ New Hampshire Feed and Fertilizer 
Regulations” during the day; and 
Mr. Robinson will talk on “ How 
Shall We Measure County Agents’ 
Work?”  The State Program of 
Work will then be discussed, and a 
joint meeting held this evening with 
the Farm Bureau Federation.
CONSIDER NEW PROJECT
The home demonstration agents 
will consider on Thursday a plan of 
conducting health demonstration 
classes, as their part in the coming 
nutrition Campaign, followed by an 
address on “ Home Furnishing” by 
Mrs. Grace Wilmot of New York. 
The agricultural agents will take up 
potato and horticultural problems, 
followed by another joint meeting 
with the Federation. Throughout 
the conference the boys’ and girls’ 
club agents will consider the projects 
to be promoted during the coming 
year and the best ways of meeting 
the problems that may arise.
Miss Gertrude McCheyne, agent in 
Hillsborough County, will address the 
home demonstration agents on Fri­
day on “ Home Management;” while 
Dr. R. W. Smith, State Veterinarian, 
will speak to the men on the “ Ac­
credited Herd Plan of Tuberculosis 
Control.” A long-time farm man­
agement program will be considered. 
The conference will close on Friday 
evening with the annual jollification 
at the home of Director and Mrs. J.
C. Kendall.
The Farm Bureau Federation will
hold a series of important meetings 
throughout Wednesday and Thurs­
day. A business meeting will be held 
Wednesday afternoon. In the even­
ing there will be addresses by Presi­
dent R. D. Hetzel, Mr. George M. 
Putnam, president of the Federation, 
former Governor Robert P. Bass on 
Co-operative Marketing” and a re­
port by Walter B. Farmer, state 
project leader on co-operative buy­
ing and selling, followed by a dis­
cussion led by Major Frank Knox. 
On Thursday, in addition to the an­
nual election of officers and reports 
of committees, there' will be talks on 
A State Seed Project” by Mr. R. V. 
Tanner of Michigan, on “ Standard­
ization of Fruits and Vegetables for 
Marketing” by H. W. Samson, spe­
cialist of the U. S. Bureau of Mar­
kets, and on “ Co-operative Buying 
in New England” by Mr. Howard N. 
Selby of Eastern States Co-operative 
Exchange. State projects will then 
be adopted for the coming year.
MANY ALUMNI MAKE 
COMPLETE PAYMENTS 
ON FIELD PLEDGES
3thers Promise to Pay Before Spring 
— Firal Drive Under Way to Reach 
Subscribers From Whom No 
Information Has Come Re­
garding Pledges
The holiday season brought cheer 
even to the members of the Memor­
ial Field committee, who have been 
somewhat discouraged over the fail­
ure of some of the subscribing alum­
ni to respond to the request for def­
inite information as to whether pay­
ments would be met by next April 15.
Several alumni sent their complete 
payments as a Christmas present to 
the Field Fund; and these, it goes 
without saying, were greatly appre­
ciated. Others returned their cards 
with definite promises to pay before 
the time next spring when the com­
mittee’s notes mature.
There are still some who have sent 
no word at all to the Secretary- 
Treasurer of the Memorial Field 
committee, J. C. Kendall, regarding 
their pledges. The aid of class and 
district leaders who helped to secure 
these subscriptions has been solicit­
ed, and all alumni are urged to do 
everything possible in the way of ob­
taining a clean slate by next spring. 
Contributions, by the way, from any 
who did not pledge in the campaign 
will still be gratefully received, and 




Meet at Various Dormitories and 
Fraternity Homes— Students in 
Charge—Conclusions Reached 
Afford Valuable Material 
for Debate
The discussion groups promoted 
by the Y. M. C. A. met before the 
Christmas recess and discussed the 
question, how can students help 
eliminate cribbing ? Some very in­
teresting conclusions Were reached 
by the various groups that took part 
in the program.
The discussion groups were start­
ed during the first week of Decem­
ber, the numbers holding forth in 
the different dormitories and fra­
ternity houses. In each instance 
the discussion is led by a student, 
with a faculty member acting as an 
assistant who aids in keeping the 
discussion to the point at hand and 
in summing all conclusions reached.
The results of the discussions by 
different groups have been carefully 
tabulated; and many good points 
vere advanced by both sides.
1. Cribbing was defined as:
a. Any dishonesty through which 
the student gains college credit.
b. A misrepresentation of the 
true state of affairs as it is sup­
posed to exist in the classroom.
c. Writing other than your nat­
ural response to questions.
2. Two groups out of three be­
lieved that cribbing had diminished 
somewhat in the last few years es­
pecially in the Arts and Science Di 
vision.
3. There was a divided sentiment 
in regard to the justification of crib­
bing. Some felt that when the stu­
dent had been placed in a wrong po­
sition by the instructor or when a 
:ar?e percentage of the class was 
nibbing there was justification.
4. Professors were considered 
partly responsible for cribbing by 
permitting overcrowding, by show- 
ng bad faith in the students, by act­
ually aiding certain students, and by 
;iving unannounced quizzes.
5. Giving aid was classed as 
cribbing by some and not by others, 
50-50, by habitual cribbers.
7. The following methods for 
eliminating cribbing were suggested:
a. General propaganda.
b. More responsibility on the 
oart of some of the professors.
c. Similar classes.
d. Personal reduction of social 
activities.
e. Dormitory rules for Fresh­
men.
f. Better college and class spirit.
g. By a fraternity taking a 
strong stand against it.
h. By the Student Council pre­
senting a set of rules to the stu­
dents for approval.
It should be remembered by the 
readers of this article that the 
Christian Association does not pre­
sent these conclusions as its own but 
merely as a reflex of student opin­
ion on the matter.
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NORIES’ CAFE
Now Located in Pettee Block and open for business 
We are here to serve the Faculty and Students of the 
College with the best that the market affords
Our regular Dinners and Suppers are unequaled for
the price
STEAKS, CHOPS and SALADS are of the best 
We also serve Afternoon Teas from 2.30 to 4.00
$6.00 Meal Tickets, $5.00
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^
DURHAM COAL & GRAIN CO.
COAL, GRAIN and 
TRUCKING
LESTER L. LANGLEY, N. H. C., ’15
“IF IT’S FOOTWEAR”
We sell it. Repairing done by- 
hand. 10 per cent, discount to col­
lege trade.
J. BLOOMFIELD
17 Third St., Dover, N. H.
The Best Place to Buy 
VICTOR RECORDS
All the Latest Releases
KELLEY’S
19 Third St., Dover, N. H.
Telephone, 321J




WALK-OVER SHOE STORE 
H. E. HUGHES 
426 Central Ave., Dover, N. H.
| vVork Satisfactory Service Prompt j
Tel. 307-M
Waldron St., Cor. Central Avenue j
THE
HORTON’S STUDIO
First Class Photography Work 
Guaranteed. Discount to Students.
360 Central Ave., Dover, N. H.
DON’T FAIL TO PATRONIZE THE 
Ideal Bowling Alleys and Barber 
Shop of
T. W. SHOONMAKER
DUTCH CUTS A SPECIALTY 
FIRST CLASS WORK
C. WRIGHT, TAILOR 
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
TAILOR MADE CLOTHES 
HABERDASHERY, SWEATERS AND B. V. D.
PETTEE BLOCK
Get Your PADLOCK’S, STATIONERY, WASTEBASKETS, AND 
TOILET ARTICLES
AT EDGERLY’S




Deposits Placed on Interest Monthly 
------ At 4 per cent. Per Annum------
NEW HAMPSHIRE
CAPITAL $100,000 SURPLUS $300,000
STRAFFORD NATIONAL B A M
DOVER, N. H.




DRUGS AND MEDICINE, EASTMAN FILMS, DURAND’S CHOCOLATES, 
APOLLO CHOCOLATES, ICE CREAM AND SODA,
WELL1NGTON PIPES, 3B PIPES, CLASS PIPES AND N. H. PIPES
^ * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
I NEWSY ITEMS OF f 
I THE ALUMNI I
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ASSOCIATION OFFICERS P a u l  D. B u c k m in s t e r , ’ 12, Vice-President
24 Bucknam St., Everett, Mass.
A ib e r t  H. B r o w n , ’11, President Phone, Home: Everett 2594R
Strafford, N. H. Phone: Barrington, 15-13 Business : Everett 1420
G eorge  A .  P e r l e y , ’08, Secretary-Treasurer 
Durham, N. H. Phone, 52-5
I  *
**  OUR MOTTO: “Quality and Service” *
DUBE’S RESTAURANT
A Complete Line of 
SOUPS, STEAKS AND CHOPS AT ALL TIMES
Try our noonday and supper “specials” 
at most reasonable prices
$6.00 MEAL TICKETS $5.50
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Following is a list of the names, 
addresses, and present occupations of 
the members of the class of 1921 as 
reported to the secretary-treasurer of 
the Alumni Association.
Kathryn M. Aldrich, Hampstead, 
N. H., is a teacher in the Hampstead 
high school.
Hazel M. Ayers, Portsmouth, N. H., 
is teaching in the junior high school.
E. A. F. Anderson, 50 Chapel 
street, Dover, N. H., is physical di­
rector at the Lothrop Memorial hall.
Albert S. Baker, 603 Hanover 
street, Manchester, N. H., is a re­
porter for the Manchester Union and 
Leader. It is said on authority that 
“ Al”  is the youngest newspaper man 
covering politics, in the East.
G. Rex Bailey, Newburyport, Mass., 
is instructor in mechanic arts in the 
Newburyport high school.
George H. Batchelder, Nashua, N. 
H., care of Y. M. C. A., is cost finder 
for Gregg & Son.
Norman I. Bearse, Nashua, N. H., 
is a mechanic for the Nashua 
Gummed and coated Paper Company.
Cecil V/. Boody, Kingston, N. H., is 
teaching in the Sanborn Seminary.
Stephen H. Boomer, 97 Seavey St., 
Cumberland Mills, Me., is a forester 
for the Brown Co., Berlin, N. H.
Mary A. C. Boyd, Portsmouth, N. 
H., is teaching English in the high 
school.
Percival C. Brown, 28 Mynderse 
street, Schenectady, N. Y., is a stu­
dent engineer for the General Elec­
tric Company.
Howard A. Burpee, Reed’s Ferry, 
N. H., is teaching in the McGrow 
Institute.
Theodore R. Butler, Newport, R. I., 
is coaching at St. George’s school.
Robert G. Bennett, Newmarket, N. 
H., is employed as a milk tester.
R. Towle Child, Pembroke, N. II., 
is assisting his father on the home 
farm.
Ruth E. Colburn, Walpole, N. H., 
is teaching Latin and English in the 
Walpole high school.
Roland S. Coker, Peabody, Mass., 
is a shipper for the National Leather 
Company.
Hortense Cavis, Lutherville, Mary­
land, is teaching domestic science at 
Maryland college.
Dorothy Chase, 230 Main street, 
Amesbury, Mass., is teaching in the 
junior high school.
John T. Cotton, Squam Lake House, 
Ashland, N. H. Mr. Cotton is hotel 
manager of the Squam Lake House.
Margaret L. Cleveland, 79 Chand­
ler street, Boston, Mass., is manager 
of the school, lunch for the Woman’s
E. & I. Union.
Thomas J. Craig, Proctor Aca­
demy, Andover, N. H. Mr. Craig is 
athletic director at the academy.
Clarence A. Cross, Derry, N. H., 
R. F. D. No. 1, is engaged in farm­
ing.
Abraham L. Cohen, 116 Cabot 
street, Beverly, Mass., is employed as 
manager of stores by Nathan Apte- 
ker.
Maurice E. Currier, Kittery, Me., 
is teaching in the R. W. Traip aca­
demy.
Daniel R. Chaplin, Winchester, N. 
H., care of New England Box Com­
pany, is an assistant forester for 
that firm.
Francis M. Champaigne, Keene, N. 
H., is teaching in the Keene high 
school.
Bernard M. Davis, Walpole, N. H., 
is an instructor in agriculture.
Albert F. Dolloff, 75 Henry street, 
New Haven, Conn., is now taking 
graduate work at Yale.
N. Jemima Dore, 194 Main street, 
Littleton, N. H., is teaching home ec­
onomics in the Littleton high school.
Louise G. Davis, Newton, N. H., R.
F. D. No. 2, is living at home.
John F. Flynn, 460 Union street, 
Lynn, Mass., is a salesman for H. 
Thomas and company.
Harold S. French, Hudson, N. H., 
is a traveling salesman for the U. 
S. Food Production Corporation.
Harriet M. Ford, 1 Wall street, 
Concord, N. H., is a teacher in the 
Parker school.
Harland C. Forbes, Room 3-127, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technol­
ogy, Cambridge 17, Mass., is teaching 
in the Institute.
Dorothy Flanders, Durham, N. H., 
is a graduate assistant in the de­
partment of physical education for 
women.
Harold W. Fitch, 915 N. Cayuga 
street, Ithaca, N. Y., is working in 
the department of biology at Cor­
nell university.
Mary E. Gerrish, 65 East State 
street, Montpelier, Vt., is teaching 
in the Montpelier high school.
Leland E. Grant, 2186 Loring 
Place, University Heights, New York 
City, is an assistant in the chemistry 
department at the New York uni­
versity.
Walter B. Gray, 50 Oliver street, 
Boston, Mass., is an engineer for the 
New England Telephone & Tele­
graph company.
Walter D. Iluse, 215-17 Union Ave­
nue, Laconia, N. H., is employed as a 
machinist by W. D. Huse & Sons.
O. M. Helff is living at 5488 Ingle- 
side Ave., Chicago, 111-
Oliver J. Hubbard, Walpole is en­
gaged in farming.
Ernest W. Hewitt, 195 Broadway, 
New York City, is a Telegraph en­
gineer in automatics for the Western 
Union Telegraph company.
Horace E. Hobbs, Mapleton, Me., 
is teaching in the Mapleton high 
school.
Myron G. Holmes, Kingston, R. I., 
is a graduate student at the Rhode 
Island State college.
George M. Howe, Santa Barbara, 
Cal., is teaching manual arts in the 
Deane school.
R. W. Hunting, 2623 S. 71 street, 
Philadelphia, Pa., is assistant plant 
test engineer for the Philadelphia 
Electric company.
Florence E. Hanscom, Groveland, 
Mass., is teaching English and Latin 
in the high school.
R. S. Hunt, 6 Filton street, Cam­
bridge, Mass., is a graduate student 
at Harvard.
Ralph W. Johnson, 1012 street, No. 
E. Washington. D. C., is plant fore­
man for the Maryland and Virginia 
milk producer’s association.
Alice R. Knox, 230 Main street, 
'Vmesbury, Mass., is teaching in the 
junor high school.
Harold I. Leavitt, 102 La Grange 
Ave., Essington, Pa., is employed as 
technical apprentice by the Westing- 
house Electric company.
Richard C. Litch, Westinghouse 
club, Wilkinsburg, Penn., is taking a 
graduate student course at the plant 
of the Westinghouse Electrical and 
Manufacturing company.
Ernest P. Little, Concord, N. H., 
care, of N. H. Highway Dept., State 
House, is assistant testing engineer 
in the New Hampshire Highway de­
partment.
Frank W. Ladd, 28 Mynderse 
street, Schnectady, N. Y., is in the 
testing department of the General 
Electric company.
Felix S. Lagasse, “ The Elms” 
Lochmere, N. H., is engaged in farm­
ing.
Alfred E. McKenney, Durham, N. 
H., 1st Lieut, in the U. S. Army is 
stationed at New Hampshire State 
college.
Francis L. McGettigan, Colebrook, 
N. H., is teaching agriculture at 
Colebrook academy.
Edith G. Morrill, Haverhill, N. H., 
is teaching in the Haverhill high 
school.
Anna Meserve, Maryland college. 
Sutherville, Md., is teaching domes­
tic science.
John S. Marshall is living at Kings­
ton, N. H.
Charles E. Murthur, Nashua, N. 
H. is a sole leather cutter for the 
Gardiner, Beardsell company.
Lawrence H. Mooney, Glenn Mill, 
Berlin, N. H., is freight clerk for the 
International Paper company.
Raymond B. Meader, Dover, N. H., 
is an electrical engineer at the Pa­
cific Mills.
Errol S. Morse, 427 2nd Ave., 
North street, Petersburg, Fla., is 
working in the Park cafeteria.
Wilfred L. Owen, 253 High street, 
Berlin, N. H., is a chemist for Brown 
and company.
Shirley E. Pollard, Newport, N. H., 
is living at home.
Edward A. Pichette, 14 View 
street, Franklin, N. H., is teaching in 
the Franklin high school.
Raymond B. Richardson, Gonic, N. 
H., is studying for an M. S. degree at 
New Hampshire college.
Edmond G. Riel, Dairy building, 
Iowa State college, Ames, Iowa, is a 
teaching fellow at the college.
John J. Reardon, 18 Beacon street, 
Concord, N. H., is on the staff of the 
Concord Patriot.
Charles W. Shepherd, Pawtucket, 
R. I., is teaching in the Pawtucket 
high school.
Clara M. Smith, Ashland, N. H., 
is teaching in the Ashland high 
school.
Louis H. Smith, Wilton, N. H., is 
an agricultural instructor in the W il­
ton high school.
Willard E. Spinney, 25 Allison 
street, Concord, N. H., is a machinist 
at the B. and M. railroad shops.
Clifton F. Shaw, 200 Devonshire 
street, Boston, Mass., is a bond sales­
man for C. H. Rollins and Sons.
Alice Scott, Durham, N. H., is liv­
ing at home.
Dorothy Shand, Newport, N. H., is 
teaching in the Richards high school.
Henry W. Strafford, 100 High 
street, Berlin, N. H., is an engineer 
for the Brown company.
E. E. Smith, Mason, N. H., is liv­
ing at home.
Alfred H. Sawyer, 158 Brookline, 
Boston, Mass., is a salesman for the 
Ajax Rubber company.
Marion W. Sprague, 59 Broadway 
street, Concord, N. H., is a dietitian 
for private cases.
College Bred Students and Athletes
Should Be
M & M “Bred” Students and Athletes
— Because M. & M. FOODS not only build up rugged bodies, but they 
keep them in the “ pink” of condition. And as a consequence your 
m.nds are more keen and alert.
“ Mens sana in corpore sano”— Keep your bodies healthy by eat­
ing plenty of M. & M. FOODS— the only QUALITY foods made to­
day, then you need never fear o f your minds becoming clouded or 
slothful as the result of a weakened or poorly-fed body.
M & M BAKERIES
MAKERS OF THE BEST FOODS IN THE WORLD
* * * * * * * * * ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ 4 * * * * * * * * * * ^
William H. Thompson, Jr., Gil- 
bertville, Mass., is teaching in the 
Hardwich high school.
Arthur E. Twaddle, 49 Mechanic 
street, Manchester, N. H., is a ma­
chinist for the Amoskeag Manufac­
turing company,
Olive Lillian True, Gorham, N. H., 
is teaching in the high school there.
Lorado E. Taft, 12 Bellevue Ave., 
Glcuchester, Mass., is living at home.
Frederick L. Torrey, American 
Petroleum Co., Section 30, Coalinga, 
California, is stillman for the Ameri­
can Petroleum company.
Milton R. Vose, 7 Essex street, 
Concord, N. H., is employed by the 
Page Belting company.
Janet Ward, Westminster, Mass., 
is teaching in the high school.
Ralph S. Weldon, West Concord, 
N. H., is living at home.
Gilbert N. Wiggins, Hotel Roches­
ter, Rochester, N. Y., is a salesman 
for the Borst & Burhams Co., Coble- 
skill, N. Y.
Harriet B. Wallis, Laconia, N. H., is 
living at home.
Stanley F. Hill, 2-yr., Peterboro, 
N. H., Box 134, is a dairyman at the 
Schofield Farm.
Robert W. Ryerson, 2-yr., Howard 
Block, Pittsfield, Mass., is connected 
with the Berkshire county Farm Bu­
reau.
A list of the names of the members 
of the class of 1921 who failed to 
reply to any one of the three letters 
which were sent out by the secretary- 
treasurer c f the Alumni Association 
follows. Because of this failure no 
note can be printed at present con­
cerning these:
Solon D. Conner 
Norman R. Golding 
Robert W. Hartwell 
Ralph B. Harvell 
Burgess Nightingale 
Walter W. Wiggin 
Howard T. Woodward 
William E. Knox 
Michael S. Thomas 
John G. True 
Rachel R. Bugbee 
Mary M. Hennessey 
Esther H. Hunt 
Louise Burdett 
Lillian G. County 
Arthur Hauler 
Earl E. Lorden 
Carl Lundholm 
James F. Steele 
Hugh T. Clarke 
Morelle M. Connell 
Reta B. Fluet
Mrs. Florence Hatch Nightingale
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PRELUDE
I’m back.
So is the column.
I often wonder who will run this 
column when I get tired of it, or have 
to quit by orders from the Editor-in- 
Chief or by the general desire of the 
collegiate public for respite from 
these lines and my line.
Skidoo, ’24, sounds tame. If you 
turn it around and say, 24, Skidoo, 
as you have often said 23-Skidoo, I 
fear that you would get the razz and 
the pooh, pooh.
If a freshman should start to run 
a rival column to this he could call it 
Two Bits. ’25 Sense. Possibly ’25 
sense will become an actuality after 
’25 has become the sophomore class.
To run a column requires the abil­
ity to run it— and run. Many the 
time I have gone home by sidestreets, 
so as to sidestep my admirers who 
were waiting for me with brickbats. 
They wished to impress forcibly upon 
me the fact that, as a columnist, I am 
an expert maker of wheelbarrows.
And so let us pass on to the first
THE YOUNG LADY AT THE 
SNEXT DESK says: “ Why not 
bare knees? Haven’t we got knee­
caps?”
SHAKESPERE 
“ Was Rome founded by Romeo?”
asked the freshman.
“ No,” said the senior, 
found dead by Romeo.”
“ Juliet was
POETRY POE NEVER TREED 
’Twas the night before pay-night 
And all through my jeans,
I was searching in vain
For a couple of beans, (i. e. $$) 
But nothing was stirring
Not even a jit. . .(i. e. $ 120)
Forward, turn forward,




Chase a wild frog 3 miles; place 
the hops in an unused garbage can. 
Add 10 gallons of pickled brine and 1 
quart stewed mule. Boil the mixture 
three weeks, then strain through an 
empty barrel. Add an ounce of don­
key’s hoof to give the necessary kick; 
bottle; take out $10,000 worth of in­
surance and drink over an open 
grave.
IRISHMEN, ATTENTION!
THERE is something which has 
been bothering me for some time. In 
Ireland, when a couple get married, 
their friends serenade them, so to 
speak, with dismal groans, Chinese 
scales (the Chinese musical scale has 
5 notes. Five notes too many) yelps, 
woofs, etc.
Now, what I want to know is this: 
Is the ceremony called a shenanigan 
or a shillelah?
Other contributions for publication 
in this column will be accepted with 
great cheer.
— SKIDOO, ’23
Let us start this term right. As 
Longfellow didn’t say:
Life is real, life is earnest,
We must strive to do our best;
And, departing, leave behind us 
Notebooks that will help the rest.
REVERSIBILITIES
A winner never knocks, and a 
knocker never wins.
Be happy, and you will be good; be 
good, and you will be happy.
A lie produces complications; com­
plications necessitate lies.
POOR ORPHAN 
“ THIS,”  said the diner, “ must be 
an incubator chicken. No chicken 
with a mother would be as tough as 
this.”
QUICK, WATSON, THE SNEEDLE 
A sleeper from the Amazon 
Put nighties of his gramazon.
The reason’s that 
He was so fat,
He failed to get pajamazon.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
( a t  th e  lib r a r y J
NEW BOOKS 
Abbott, Lyman. Silhouettes of my 
contemporaries. Bx A132
Barrie, J. M. A kiss for Cinderella.
822.91 B27k
Barrus, Clara. John Burroughs, boy 
and man. B B972b
Bowman, Isaiah. The new world: 
problems in political geography; 
illustrated with 215 maps and 65 
engravings. 327 B787
Camp, Walter. Training for sports. 
A practical book on training in 
track and rowing in particular.
796 C18t
Drinkwater, John. Oliver Cromwell: 
a play. 822.91 D781o
Franck, H. A. Tramping through 
Mexico, Guatemala and Honduras.
917.2 F822
Braithwaite, W. S. Anthology of 
magazine verse for 1921,
811.08 B81
Gibbs, Philip. More that must be 
told: A book on world conditions.
914 G443
House, E. M. What really happened 
at Paris. 341.1 H842
Interchurch world movement. Re­
port on the steel strike of 1919-20.
331.89 161
Public opinion and the steel strike, 
331.89 161p
Lowry, E. G. Washington close-ups.
Bx32 L291
Lucas, E. V. Roving east and rov­
ing west. 824 L93r 
Mantle, Burns. Best plays of 1920- 
21. 812.08 M292 
Masefield, John. King Cole: a poem.
821.91 M39k 




Nicholson, Meredith. The man in 
the street. Essays. 814 N62m 
Sedgwick and Tyler. A shore his­
tory of scinece. “Furnishes a 
broad general perspective of the 
evolution of science.” 509 S448 
Van Loon, H. The story of mankind. 
Vivid story of the development of 
the human race; primarily for 
children. 909 V261s
FICTION 
Anthony, J. B. The gang.
Rekindled fires.
Bottome, Phyllis. The crystal heart. 
Brownell, A. M. The thankful 
Spicers.
Day, Holman. When Egypt went 
broke.
De Morgan, Wm. The old man’s 
youth and the young man’s old age. 
Daskam, J. D. Smith college stories. 
Dowd, E. C. When Polly was eight­
een.
Ferber, Edna. The girls.
Fletcher, J. S. The Herapath pro­
perty.
Gordon, G. W. To him that hath;
by Ralph Connor, 
j White, E. L. Andivius Hedulio. 
I Historical novel of ancient Rome.
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Our Prices 
Always The Lowest
Men’s and Women’s Holeproof Hosiery, “ Bradley” 
Sweaters, Cheney Silk Neckwear, “ Hickok” Belts with Ini­
tial Buckles, Silk Shirts, Collar Bags, Toilet Sets, Bath 
Robes, Gloves, Mufflers, Suspenders, Garters and Arm 
Bands, Handkerchiefs of All Kinds.
Our Winter Suits and Overcoats Have All Been 
Repriced.
SPOFFORD-ALLIS CO.
Best Clothes, Hats and Furnishings 
DOVER, N. H.
We close every Wednesday P. M., clerks' half holiday
Come To Grant’s
Lunches, Cigars, Confectionery, News­
papers, Magazines and Sporting Goods.
Shirts for College Men
Our Stock of Reversible Collar Shirts 
is very complete
Just the Style the Students Want
Percales Oxfords Flannels
| AT RIGHT PRICES TOO |
Lothrops-Farnham Co.
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Opportunity for 
Undergraduates
Who are interested in trying out for the New Hampshire 
Staff. At least two undergraduates are wanted to act as Assist­
ant Advertising Managers with good prospects for advancement. 
Leave your name at the New Hampshire Office or Apply to
F. A. FRENCH
SIGMA BETA HOUSE
The Right Goods at the Right Prices
“ If you have the right goods and the right prices the public will find 
you,” has never been better demonstrated than in our 35 years in business. 
Just now we are showing special values in Rugs, Linoleums, Carpets, Blank­
ets, Comforts and Dining Room Furnishings.
E. Morrill Furniture Co.
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
P R I N T I N G
Whether you are interested 
in a weekly newspaper, a 
book, a magazine or a visiting 
card, we will try to give you 
better service than you can 
secure elsewhere.
The Record Press








Suits and Overcoats Made to Order 
Also Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing 






“ When I was a little child,”  re­
marked the sargeant, sweetly, to the 
company, “ I had some wooden sol­
diers. I went to Sunday school one 
day and there was prevailed upon, 
by means of a touching sermon on 
giving, to give away my soldiers to 
a poor boy. Next day I wanted them 
back and cried.”
“ Don’t cry, Bettie,”  said my 
mother, “ You’ll get your wooden sol­
diers back some day.”  “ And be­
lieve me, you lop-sided, mutton-head' 
ed, goofus-brained set of rolling 
pins, that day has come!”
— American Legion Weekly.
He danced and stepped upon her heel 
She spoke no word yea made him 
feel
Her anger by a glance imparted. 
And now you know how wireless 
started.
I AT THE MOVIES I
$  *  
THE SHOW OF THE WEEK
JUST PAST
Those attending the weekly movie 
show at the college gymnasium on 
Friday, January 6, were entertained 
by the antics of “ Buster” Keaton in 
the seven reel comedy, “ The Sap- 
head.”  Besides the feature picture, 
a reel of “ Popular Science” films, 
showing the arrangement and move­
ments of the planets and the Pathe 
News Weekly were exhibited. Be­
tween two of the reels Mildred 
Bangs, ’23, entertained the audience 
with several songs, which were sung 
in her usual pleasing manner.
A GLIMPSE INTO THE FUTURE
“ Sentimental Tommy” and a film 
version of Homer’s “ Odessey” are 
only two of the big attractions sched­
uled by the moving picture committee 
for the next month.
“ Sentimental Tommy,” a seven 
reel feature, with the scenario taken 
from Sir J. M. Barrie’s popular novel 
of the same name is on the boards 
for Saturday afternoon, January 14, 
at two. It is a “ Paramount Picture.” 
starring Gareth Hughes, Mabel Tal- 
iafero, and May McAvay.
A seven reel film version of Ho­
mer’s “ Odyssey” or “ The Adventures 
of Ulysses” is the feature for Fri­
day, January 20. This greatest of 
all literary epics, written over 3000 
years ago, still claims the interest of 
people all over the world, and thrills 
the twentieth century American as 
much as it did the Ancient Greek. 
The photo play, which will be pre­
sented here, is a masterpiece of the 
present day motion picture art. It 
treats of love, passion, war, death, 
and destruction, and is of interest to 
people of all ages and classes.
“ It Might Happen to You” is the 
title of a five-reel novelty feature 
which is dated for Friday, January 
27. It is an “ Artclass Picture Cor­
poration”  production.
“ The Old Nest,” a seven reel Gold- 
wyn feature of great power and 
merit will be presented February 3.
As a rule, most girls like indoor 
spoits if they know when to go 
home.
Small Girl: My Dad has a hic­
kory leg.
Small Boy: Oh, that’s nothing. 




TYPES IN NEW BOOK
Gives Complete Picture of Wood­
lands of United States and Ter­
ritories in One Volume— Sup­
plies Information to Variety 
of Readers
A study of the factors involved in 
estimating timber values is made by 
Prof. F. W. Woodward, head of the 
forestry department, in a volume en­
titled “ Valuation of American Tim- 
berlands” which has just been pub­
lished. The book was written to 
supply information of practical value 
to investors, timber cruisers and 
students of forestry throughout the 
country. It is being published by 
John Wiley and Sons, New York.
Professor Woodward’s book rep­
resents one of the few attempts that 
have yet been made to gather in one 
volume descriptions of the forest 
types of the United States and its 
outlying territories. The author 
draws not only upon his knowledge 
of New England forest conditions 
but upon a previous service with 
the United States Forest Service and 
a wide acquaintance with woodsmen 
over the country in depicting the 
types of trees with range from the 
nothern spruce, hardwoods and white 
pine of New England to the cypress 
of the Southern bottomlands, the 
chapparel of Arizona, the redwoods 
of the Pacific coast and the diptero- 
carps of the Philippines.
The prediction that stumpage val­
ues must go up is made by Mr. 
Woodward, who believes that the 
timter famine will bring United 
States prices eventually to the Eu­
ropean level. Lumber values aie a 
different matter, however, since 
there are many slips between the 
stump and the sawmill; in fact, the 
increased lumber prices during the 
recent war were so completely ab­
sorbed by labor transportation, 
food costs, etc., that they did not 
affect stumpage figures materially.
“ There has been a steady decrease 
in the amount of lumber cut since 
1909,” says Professor Woodward. 
“ But the important point is not that 
we are using less wood but that we 
have been using it lavishly. Our 
consumption per capita was estimat­
ed in 1900 to be approximately six 
times that of Germany, seven times 
that of France, and 16 times that of 
Great Britain. We have not only 
used wood ‘from the cradle to the 
coffin,’ but wallowed in it en route— 
It will come as something of a shock 
to most people to know that only 25 
per cent of the earth’s surface is 
capable of producing trees of saw- 
timber size. The rest is either too 
cold or too dry. Furthermore, the 
area of good softwood timber is 
still further restricted. Practically 
speaking, there is no good softwood 
out of the northern hemisphere.”
As a result of these conditions it 
is to be expected that other materials 
will be substituted for wood in in­
creasing quantity. Yet they will 
never replace wood in whole or to 
any considerable extent. Wood has 
too many valuable qualities to be 
entirely superseded. As compared 
with a piece of iron of the same 
weight a stick of yellow pine is six 
times stronger and very much cheap­
er. Wood “ is light, strong, easily 
worked, durable, a non-conductor of 
heat and electricity and best of 11 
relatively cheap, even assuming that 
prices will reach throughout the 
world the level attained in the Eu­
ropean countries which do not grow 
enough for their own use.”
COSMOPOLITAN CLUB 
IS ENTERTAINED
Members Gather for Evening of Fun 
at Home of Prof. Perley— Games 
and Story Telling Prove Pop­
ular —  Light Refreshments 
Served
Last Wednesday evening present­
ed scenes of much gaiety when mem­
bers of the Cosmopolitan club, in­
cluding' honorary members, Doctor 
and Mrs. Slobin, were entertained at 
the home of Prof. George A. Perley 
This organization formed last year, 
is daily proving itself one of the 
strongest on the campus. By the 
intermingling of representatives of 
the various nationalities at New 
Hampshire and by exchanging ideas 
on the various current topics of the 
day, a broad-minded and democratic 
group has been formed.
After the usual friendly greetings, 
the evening was given over to story 
telling and games. Merry peals of 
laughter were only one of the many 
proofs that everyone was enjoying 
himself immensely.
Those members who were fortu­
nate enough to be winners in the 
various games played, were present­
ed with appropriate prizes.
After such an evening of excite­
ment, it was only right that the 
members should be allowed to par­
take of goodly {refreshments; and 
only various remarks of apprecia­
tion proved the latter’s popularity.
The merrymaking came to a close 
at 10.45.
COLLEGE DAIRY HERD COPS
HONORS FOR PRODUCTION
Several of the cows in the college 
dairy herd, under the successful 
coaching of Prof. J. M. Fuller, have 
recently won blue ribbons as high 
milk-producers; and one of them, 
Penka Howie of Beech Hill, is at 
the present time trying for the 
world’s Ayrshire record.
The herd has the distinction of 
having in its ranks the three high­
est producing Ayrshires in the 
state, while one of the Holsteins, N.
H. C. Marie Balsam 440286, has just 
established a record in the state for 
junior two-year-olds. The Guern­
seys also have several high-standing 
cows in their midst, although they 
have not yet won any championships.
Marie Balsam easily outdistanced 
the previous top-mark of 12,726 lbs. 
of milk and 410.6 lbs. butterfat, held 
by H. S. Hale of Dixville Notch, by 
producing 16,446.1 lbs. milk and 
596.5 lbs. butterfat in a year’s time. 
This amounts practically to 900 cans 
of ordinary 8% -quart capacity.
The performances of the Ayrshires 
have been unusual, with Penka 
Howie and one of her daughters 
leading the way. Penka’s record 
thus far has been 15,509 lbs. milk 
and 687 lbs. butterfat, but the indi­
cations are that she will beat this 
mark by a wide margin this year. 
Her daughter, Penka’s Hontecito, 
and her sister, Rosalind of Beech 
Hill have both produced well over
11,000 lbs. of milk with a butterfat 
content of practically 500 lbs.
“ The best thing about the produc­
tion of the cows, to my mind, says 
Professor Fuller, “ is that they have 
accomplished their work under con­
ditions that can be duplicated by any 
progressive dairyman in New Hamp­
shire. They have been fed only 
wit.lt grain available to any farmer, 
and the roughage used has been si­
lage with some beet pulp. We have 
tried to build up a herd that will 
illustrate what can be done with 
careful breding, feeding and man­
agement.
The process of changing the herd 
to a strictly purebred basis was be­
gun five years ago, and now the en­
tire 70 animals are purebred. In 
1920 the herd was placed on the Tu­
berculosis-Free List by the U. S. Bu­
reau of Animal industry, and a re­
newal certificate was granted this 
year. Including young, there are 
now 26 Ayrshires, 11 Guernseys, 16 
Holsteins and 19 Jerseys. Because 
of the fact that the herd is used for 
instructional purposes, all four 
breeds are maintained.
N. H. Y. P. O. NOTES.
The Rev. Malcolm M. Taylor, a 
member of the Episcopal executive 
board, spoke on “ The Open Door”  at 
the Now Hampshire Young People’s 
organization last Sunday evening. 
Mr. Taylor’s address was not, as the 
title might indicate, a dissertation 
on relations with China; it was an 
informal talk on the college stu­
dent’s opportunities for leadership.
“ College students,”  said Mr. Tay­
lor. “ stand before an open door 
while others have to climb over the 
wall.”
The social hour which followed 
was devoted to a “ Musical Romance” 
in which Doris Lunderville, ’24, and 
Fred Tuttle, ’24, stared.
FINE RESULTS OBTAINED
IN GARDEN CLUB WORK
It doesn’t tell the whole story to 
say that the boys engaged in the New 
Hampshire garden club work raised 
an average of $20 worth of produce 
during the past year. Some of them 
did much better than this, and some 
much worse. One of the boys, for 
instance, raised products worth $125 
from a quarter of an acre. Another 
confesses his garden would have 
been better if he hadn’t succumbed 
so often to the temptation of “ going 
swimming.”  One says: “ Thera was 
a woodchuck that thought he be­
longed to our club, and he ate all my 
cauliflower. But I didn’t get dis­
couraged, and planted cabbage in its 
place.”  Others learned to over­
come witch grass and weeds. Per­
haps the most extraordinary pest 
encountered, however, is mentioned 
by a ten-year-old boy in Cheshire 
county. He first met trouble last 
year, when he says: “ We have an 
awful good minister in our town, but 
his chickens eat up all of my garden, 
and I don’t think much of it.” This 
year a second attack drove Carl to 
the poetic state of mind as follows: 
“ The Minister’s chickens, Oh, how 
they did bight!
The Minister’s chickens, Oh, how 
they can fight!
They eat tomatoes, cabbage and 
corn;
They eat potatoes and things 
through till it’s all gone.”
But Carl in spite of his youth is 
an old gardener and not easily dis­
couraged; this is his fourth year in 
the garden project.
WE WONDER
If— you were enjoying a quiet even­
ing, and
If— you had progressed to the sofa, 
and
If— she was very near, and then 
Some kid should suddenly inquire 
“ Whadderyer want, Mister?”
What would you do?
“ Now tell me,”  said the stern; 
“ Did that fellow stay here late?” 
“ Oh, no,”  the daughter fair replied, 
“ He left at quarter of eight.”
Then a smile flickered ’cross her lips 
And danced in her eyes of blue; 
“ That surely was no lie,”  said she, 
“ For quarter of eight is two.”  
Probably occured in Newmarket.
^  • t* Delta Pi Epsilon fraternity rj-
£  announces the pledging of *t;
& Henry B. Applin, ’25, of Prov- ^
idence, Rhode Island. Jg
^
“ Mother,” asked Tommy, “ do fairy 
tales always begin with ‘Once upon a 
time?’ ”
“ No, dear, not always; they some­
times begin with ’My love, I have 
been retained at the office again to­
night.’ ”— Ex.
Many a man who marries a girl 
with a family tree learns to saw 
wood.
SOME SLIGHT DIFFERENCE
Visitor (to Raymond, who had up- 
£et a bottle of ink over the new car­
pet)— “ Tut, tut, my boy; it’s no use 
crying over spilt milk.”
Raymond— “ Of course not. All 
you have to do is to call in the cat 
to lick it us. But this happens to be 
ink, so mother will do the licking 
this time.”
DEPARTMENT NOTICE
The Physics department will hold 
make-up examinations in all first 
term subjects on Wednesday, Janu­
ary 25, in the Physics lecture room 
at 4.15 p. m. Candidates should call 
at the department office and enroll 
for the various examinations. This 
make-up period will be held once 
only.
PAST AND PRESENT
I remember, I remember,
A field where once grew corn;
The silk of which when it was dry 
I smoked most every morn.
But now I am a man full grown, 
And cigarettes I smoke;
They leave my pockets empty 
And keep me always broke.
I
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Rev. Arthur S. Wheelock of Andover, Mass., will speak $
it: ^  $  at the morning service. $
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GROWTH OF STUDENT BODY OVER PERIOD OF THREE
YEARS SHOWN BY STATISTICS COMPILED BY REGISTRAR
The growth of the student body over a period of three years is shown 
by statistics recently compiled by Registrar O. V. Henderson. When the 
entering class in the fall of 1919 pulled into Durham 330 strong, many 
people who had been watching the development of the college thought that 
the limit had been reached. Although the Freshman class last year did not 
exceed its predecessor, the total enrollment for the first term was increased.
The enrollment for the first term of the present college year was the 
largest in the history of the institution. Taking the following information
as a basis for study, it seems logical to forecast a full thousand or more
students here next fall.
1919-1920
Class 1st term 2nd term 3rd term
M. W. Tot. M. W. Tot. M. W. Tot.
Grad, 2 5 3 2 5 3 2 5
Senior, 65 36 101 63 36 99 64 36 100
Junior 91 38 129 92 38 130 89 37 126
Soph., 149 29 178 144 30 174 136 32 168
Fresh., 262 68 330 210 61 271 175 59 234
2nd 2-yr., 6 0 6 5 0 5
1st. 2-yr., 36 1 37 27 1 28
Special, 13 2 15 14 1 15 14 4 18
Totals, 625 176 801 558 169 727 481 170 651
1920-1921
1st term 2nd term 3rd term
M. W. Tot. M. W. Tot. M. W. Tot.
Grad, 2 2 4 1 1 2 3 2 5
Senior, 87 35 122 85 39 124 64 36 100
J unior, 107 35 142 108 32 140 89 37 126
Soph., 144 46 190 152 47 *199 136 32 168
Fresh., 249 81 330 199 77 276 175 58 233
2nd 2-yr., 23 0 23 17 0 17
1st 2-yr., 21 0 21 14 0 14
Special, 13 4 17 20 3 23 14 4 18
Totals, 646 203 849 596 199 795 481 169 650
M. W. Tot.
1st term
Grad, 3 2 5
Senior, 86 33 119
Junior, 112 36 148
Soph., 150 65 215
Fresh., 294 69 363
2nd 2-yr. 4 0 4
1st 2-yr., 31 0 31
Special, 20 4 24
Total, 700 209 909
